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APPLIQUE STITCH LAB
Boost your appliqué IQ! Loaded with
super practical tips and tricks, this
workshop is a great class to learn or
brush up on easy machine appliqué.
While making the ‘Splendor’ appliquéd
wallhanging, students will learn a variety
of methods to prepare their shapes for
appliqué and perfect their own “unique
appliqué stitch” during class. Along the
way, they’ll also learn how to use a variety
of fun decorative stitches to texturize
their appliqués and gain the confidence
they need to appliqué the day away!
FULL DAY/6 HOUR WORKSHOP

CUT LOOSE WORKSHOPS
Students will love how liberating and
fancy free each of these improv, slash
‘n sew projects are! With no exact 1/4”
seams to follow, and tons of tips and
tricks from Linda, students will learn
the basics of stress free, improv/wonky
piecing and never worry about being
exact again! Choose 1 project for your
workshop - select from Mini ModDog,
ModTV or Colourstruck - all are super fun
for all skill levels!

PRECISION PIECING - SPIKEY TRIANGLE
Coloured triangles create a swirling 3-D
effect on this modern and contemporary
project! This workshop gives beginners
and advanced piecers the opportunity
to perfect their 1/4” seam and fine
tune piecing skills while creating these
vertical rows of swirling coloured spikes.
Students may choose to create the mini
wallhanging or table runner in class.
FULL DAY/6 HOUR WORKSHOP

EACH IS A HALF DAY/3 HOUR WORKSHOP

COSMOS - NO FEAR CURVED PIECING
Liberated slash ‘n sew strips come
together in a traditional drunkard’s path
block to form this gorgeous, strippy,
22 inch diameter Comsos circle. This
workshop is perfect for beginning or
advanced students to learn fun, liberated
easy strip piecing while conquering their
fear of sewing curves with Linda’s easy
tips and tricks.

GOT COLOUR? - THE COLOR LECTURE
Boost your colour
confidence and learn to
use every colour of the
rainbow in your quilts.
Linda will discuss the
basics of colour theory,
demonstrate colour
concepts, mood boards and share her
tips and tricks on how to find colour
inspiration in everyday objects to inspire,
infuse and ignite the colour in your next
quilting project.

FULL DAY/6 HOUR WORKSHOP

ONE HOUR LECTURE w/Q&A

COLOURWERX TRUNK SHOW
Who would have guessed that a
professional from television would
discover her life long passion in quilting
and go on to create a new career, own
a quilt shop and design a line of best
selling patterns? In this one hour lecture,
Linda - along with her partner, Carl - will
take you on their colourful, crazy, quilty
journey that started some 16 years ago
with the very first Linderella quilt designs
to their current obsession for pure colour
within their new company, Colourwerx.
Lots of show & tell and lots of quilts!
TRUNK SHOW CAN BE INCLUDED WITH ANY
WORKSHOP OR LECTURE UPON REQUEST.

BIOGRAPHY
It’s no surprise that
Linda loves colour
and loves creating
colourful contemporary
quilt designs and
patterns as well as
teaching the art of
quiltmaking!
With over 16 years experience as a
professional quiltmaker, Linda is intensely
passionate about the art of quiltmaking.
Always searching for a twist on traditional
quiltmaking, her designs are well known
for their whimsical look, adventurous
appliqué and fearless use of colour.
To date, Linda has designed over 100
quilt patterns - many of them published
in national magazines such as ‘Quilts &
More’, ‘Quick Quilts’, ‘Modern Patchwork’
& ‘Simply Moderne’; authored two books;
and even designed a ‘Fun and Bright’
fabric line.
Today, she enjoys collaborating with her
partner, Carl, in their design company
Colourwerx, designing surface patterns,
self publishing a line of best selling quilt
patterns and traveling to teach locally and
nationally.
INQUIRIES AND QUESTIONS

Email colourwerx@yahoo.com with any
questions, your desired dates, travel
information and pricing. We look forward
to hearing from you soon!

